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Articles #01 
 
Put the correct article, “a”, “an”, “the”: 

 

________ team ________ giant ________ answer 

________ tests ________ dogs ________ stars 

________ peach ________ igloo ________ house 

________ elephant ________ sun ________ island 

________ uniform ________ hotel ________ crocodile 

________ moon ________artist ________ universities 

 

 

Put the “a” or “an” in the sentences: 

 
 

 

 

 

 

1. This is ______ easy question. 

2. Would you like to see ______ movie? 

3. I have ______ yellow dress. 

4. This dog is ________ poodle. 

5. Nick has ______ big nose. 

6. Christmas comes once _______ year. 

7. ________ doctor is coming to see you. 

8. Is there _______ telephone here? 

9. There is ________ museum in the city. 

10. He has _______ old car. 

11. There is _______ long line. 

12. There is _______ dog in the street. 

13. There is _______ ant in my tea. 

14. France is _______ country. 

15. David is _______ good student. 

16. She needs _______ uniform. 

17. It is ________ easy book. 

18. Do you have _______ English dictionary? 

19. Give me ________hour. 
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Answer Key: 
 
 

Put the correct article, “a”, “an”, “the”: 

 

a team a giant the answer 

the tests the dogs the stars 

a peach an igloo a house 

an elephant the sun an island 

a uniform a hotel a crocodile 

the moon an artist the universities 

 

 

Put the “a” or “an” in the sentences: 

 
 

 
 

 

1. This is an easy question. 

2. Would you like to see a movie? 

3. I have  a  yellow dress. 

4. This dog is  a  poodle. 

5. Nick has  a  big nose. 

6. Christmas comes once  a  year. 

7. A doctor is coming to see you. 

8. Is there  a  telephone here? 

9. There is  a  museum in the city. 

10. He has  an  old car. 

11. There is  a  long line. 

12. There is  a  dog in the street. 

13. There is  an  ant in my tea. 

14. France is  a  country. 

15. David is  a  good student. 

16. She needs  a  uniform. 

17. It is  an  easy book. 

18. Do you have  an  English dictionary? 

19. Give me  an hour. 


